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Enter A Composable Future With ITG Commerce
 





Helping you to thrive in a modern commerce ecosystem we future proof your business using composable technology stacks, enabling swift adaptation to market changes.
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Harnessing Excellence Through Leading Platforms 
 And Global Partnerships
 




























With these trusted alliances, we provide the tools and expertise to help you thrive. Explore our partners and find the perfect technology solutions tailored to meet your unique needs.
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Get More With ITG Commerce

 





























01 Experience


 Our team of certified technical experts at ITG is committed to delivering top-tier service and unparalleled quality in architecture, development, testing, and analysis, backed by a wealth of collective experience from over 50 successful implementations.










02 Guidance


Excel in overcoming significant challenges with ITG’s dedicated professionals, ensuring your journey is characterized by unmatched expertise, unwavering commitment, and exceptional outcomes, leveraging our proven processes and experience from over 10 years.










03 Flexibility


Tailoring solutions to fit your distinctive needs, ITG seamlessly adapts to your unique requirements. Our flexible approach, honed through diverse implementations, guarantees that your business never has to compromise on the essential flexibility it demands.










04 Value


Maximize value and ROI with ITG’s collective experience, providing a predictable implementation plan and confidence in delivery. We focus on the technical intricacies of implementation, safeguarding you from paying for unneeded services, effectively addressing concerns regarding disruption, risk, project cost, and post-launch success through our personalized and flexible methodology.










05 Results


Achieve unparalleled success with ITG’s predictable implementation plans, guided by seasoned developers and architects with a proven track record across 15+ countries on 5 continents. Leading companies worldwide have leveraged our expertise, realizing an average increase of 20% or more in conversion rates.























Our expert team has developed best-in-class solutions across B2C, B2B and marketplaces.
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ITG’s Commintment to Connection
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“Working with ITG has allowed us to focus on our core mission of building our customer proposition knowing that our technology build has been in very capable hands. The ITG team has delivered time and time again with well considered solutions to some of our more complicated needs. The best part about working with ITG has been their complete buy-in to our mission and the genuine, personal support they have given us.”



Tim Harper, CIO, DAYRIZE
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“We approached ITG Commerce with a complex E-Commerce project, involving the latest technologies. Their very talented team found a solution for every issue we had.”



Yehoshua Fried, Co Founder & CTO, CALYPSA
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“I always know they have our back! Our most trusted technology partner for over 5 years, ITG Commerce has been our one-stop shop for everything Magento. Their team is extremely knowledgable at all levels and most importantly they actually care about their clients and the work they put out.”



Shawn Peters, Good360 Australia
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Ready For the Next Generation of Commerce?
 





With insights gained from diverse digital commerce projects, we’re ready to channel your business’s individual strengths through a tailored strategy and cutting-edge technology. Explore the possibilities as ITG accelerates your business growth with a composable approach.
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100 Westgreen Drive Suite
206
 Chapel Hill, NC 27516

Tel: +1 919 899 7555
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